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Energetics of Coronal Hole Expansion 

XUE-Pu ZHAO* 

High Altitude Observatory, National Center for Atmospheric Research*, Boulder, Colorado 80307 

Based on the assumption of the undamped propagation of Alfven waves between 2 and 5 Rs, the pos- 
sible range of Alfven wave energy flux density at the base of a polar coronal hole has been deduced. It is 
concluded that extended heating above 2 Rs is needed to maintain the temperature maximum above 2 Rs 
and to supply energy for the formation of high-speed wind streams. The energy contribution of extended 
heating to high-speed wind streams might be greater than that of Alfven waves by direct momentum ad- 
dition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since it was first suggested that high-speed wind streams 
arise from large regions of unipolar, diverging coronal mag- 
netic fields (see the review in Hundhausen [1972]), it is now be- 
lieved that large coronal holes, which are associated with di- 
vergent magnetic fields and lower coronal densities and are 
formed during the descending phase of the solar cycle, are the 
source regions of the recurrent high-speed wind streams [Krie- 
ger et al., 1973; Neupert and Pizzo, 1974; Hundhausen, 1977; 
$heeley et al., 1976]. The potential-field, conductive solar 
wind models [Pneurnan, 1976, 1978] are seen to be rather suc- 
cessful in predicting the spatial location and longitudinal ex- 
tent of the observed high-speed wind streams. The speed pre- 
dicted by the models for the 'monster' stream (Cartington 
Rotation 1599), however, is only about 250 kin/s, whereas the 
actual observed speed is about 750 km/s. Recently it has been 
demonstrated in a comprehensive parameter study [Holzer 
and Leer, 1980] that even in the presence of a rapidly diverg- 
ing flow geometry and/or strong (collisionless) inhibition of 
thermal conduction, it does not seem possible for a conductive 
solar wind model (without energy addition, including momen- 
tum addition and/or heat addition above the coronal base) to 
produce the high solar wind speeds frequently observed while 
also matching the observed coronal base pressure and solar 
wind mass flux density. It has also been found [Leer and Hol- 
zer, 1980] that energy addition in the region of subsonic flow 
increases the solar wind mass flux but either has little effect 

on (for heat addition) or significantly reduces (for momentum 
addition) the solar wind flow speed at 1 AU. In contrast, en- 
ergy addition in the region of supersonic flow has no effect on 
the solar wind mass flux but significantly increases the flow 
speed at 1 AU. 

It has been suggested that the high-speed streams are likely 
accelerated by waves [Parker, 1965; Holzer and Leer, 1979]. In 
situ observations have demonstrated the presence of Alfven 
waves in the solar wind propagating away from the sun. If the 
Alfven waves observed at 1 AU originate in the solar atmo- 
sphere, the direct momentum addition by' Alfven waves may 
then be suggested [Belcher, 1971; Hollweg, 1973, 1978; Wen- 
tzel, 1977], although the value of the Alfvenic energy flux in 
coronal holes is not known. On the other hand the analysis o r 
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direct coronal hole observations [Munro and Jackson, 1977] 
showed that the effective temperature increases with height to 
at least 2.5 Rs. This implies that the material is being heated 
and/or that momentum is being transferred to the plasma in 
this height range. 

Therefore, the existence of both the high-speed wind 
streams and the effective temperature profile in coronal holes 
requires energy addition to the expanding coronal plasma in 
holes. This paper attempts to deduce the possible Alfven wave 
energy flux density existing in a coronal hole and discusses the 
energy balance from the observed hole electron density and 
geometry based on the assumption of undamped propagation 
of Alfven waves below 5 Rs. 

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

According to Munro and Jackson's coronal hole observa- 
tion, the central axis of the north polar hole during the period 
of June 31-July 13, 1973 is directed radially in the range of 2- 
5 Rs, and the hole is essentially axisymmetrical about the 
north pole. The cross-sectional area of the flow tube or mag- 
netic flux tube normal to the central axis increases more rap- 
idly than the square of the heliocentric distance. We assume 
that the cross-sectional area of the infinitesimal, radial, field- 
aligned flow tube varies in a manner similar to that of the en- 
tire hole. If there are outward-propagating Alfven waves and 
some other heat sources and/or sinks, then the steady magne- 
tohydrodynamic expansion equations of the coronal plasma 
along the infinitesimal radial flux tube are 

= 0 (1) 

I (8B2) 1 pGMs au a toRT + (2) o u -)-7 = - 8 r 

3•-pRu dT toRT d(Au) 1 d •+ A dr ---• •(Aqr)+ QA + Q (3) 

= o (4) 

where A is the cross-sectional area of the infinitesimal, field- 
aligned flux tube; p, u, T, and B are the mass density, radial 
flow velocity, plasma temperature, and magnetic field, respec- 
tively; (•B 2) is the average square amplitude of Alfven waves 
over the time interval much longer than wave periods; and R, 
G, and Ms are the physical gas constant, the gravitation con- 
stam, and the solar mass, respectively. The Alfven heating 
term is 
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1 dl (SB:) 3 )1 d (SB:)(5) QA= A dr A 4•r --- Tu+'V^ 

where V^ denotes the Alfven velocity. In (3), qr denotes the 
radial heat flux density, for which we use the following as- 
gumptions. When the mean free path of electrons moving in 
the radial direction is less than the radial 'trapping distance,' 
which is approximately half the radial distance [Perkins, 
1973], then 

qr -- -Ko cos 2 0 TS/2(dT/dr) (6) 

where Ko = 7.8 x 10 -? erg cm-' s-' deg -?/2, and 0 is the local 
angle between the radial direction and the magnetic field. 
When the electron mean free path is not less than half the 
radial distance, 

3 

qr = ¾ anuk T (7) 
where a is dependent on the radial wind velocity and electron 
temperature [Hollweg, 1974a, 1976]. Q in (3) includes the heat 
input in erg cm -3 s-' (other than the possible Alfven wave 
heating) and the radiative loss. 

Undamped Propagation Characteristics of Alfven Waves in 
Rapidly Diverging Flow Tubes 

If we assume that the propagation of Alfven waves in co- 
ronal holes below 5 Rs is undamped [Barnes, 1966; Hollweg, 
1973], then (5) becomes 

d (8B2) 1 dIA (SB2) 3 •rr 8-•---- Au dr 4•r ' ¾u + V^ (8) 
Using (1), we have 

Uo 12 
Uo 12 

(9) 

where the subscript 0 denotes the reference heliocentric dis- 
tance ro, i.e., the base of the corona. Formula (9) is just the 
same as the case for the transverse Alfven waves in the solar 

wind [Hollweg, 1974b]. 

Acceleration by Alfven Waves 

Substituting (9) for (SB 2) in (8) and using (4), we have 

d (SB:) 1 d (SBo 2) 
dr 8•r Au dr o 4•r 

{3u uol 

(10) 

As pointed out by Barnes [1974], (10) shows that if the in- 
tensity of the Alfven waves (SB 2) at the coronal base is not 
sufficiently large in the place where u/V^ << 1, the differenti- 
ation of the quantity in the square bracket in the right hand 
side of (10) must be very small so that the acceleration by A1- 
fven wave pressure for coronal plasma is negligible with re- 
spect to the kinetic pressure, and it is possible for Alfven pres- 
sure gradient force to become an important factor accelerating 

coronal plasma only when its amplitude is large enough (for 
the value comparison, see the next section). 

On the other hand, combining (1) and (2) we have 

u •rr Tdr 

1 {1 d (•B:) + GMs)ld r (11) 
Formula (11) shows that inside the critical point the following 
relation must be satisfied for the coronal plasma to be able to 
be accelerated outward: 

or 

{} dA l dT' dr Tdr •( GMs 1 d (SB 2) + 
o dr 8•r r = 

d (SB:) <pGMs (• dA 1 dT' dr 8 •r • - p R T dr T dr 

<0 

(12) 

It follows that inside the sonic critical point the Alfvenic pres- 
sure gradient force must be limited. 

In view of these analyses made above and in order to effec- 
tively accelerate coronal plasma outward, the Alfvenic in- 
tensity (or energy flux density) in coronal holes must be suffi- 
ciently large but limited (their possible values are described 
below). 

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

Now we use (9) and the Munro-Jackson model of coronal 
hole density to integrate (1) and (2). We assume that the ob- 
served high-speed wind streams originate in such a hole and 
that the plasma consists of protons and electrons and satisfies 
the quasi-neutral condition. 

Parameter Selection 

Based on the Munro-Jackson model, the cross-sectional 
area satisfies 

A (r) -- A (ro) •o f (r) 

fmax e(r-r')/ø + f l (13) f(r) = e (r-rO/ø + 1 
f, = 1 - qmax -- 1)e (rø-r')/ø 

where we will take rl = 1.31 Rs, o = 0.51 Rs, fmax = 7.26, ro = 
1 Rs with A(ro) = 0.52 Rff. Further, the electron number den- 
sity is 

n(r)-- 5 X 10 9 + 2.41 x 10 6 --3'28 
(14) 

which is chosen to represent average conditions near the cen- 
ter of the hole. Because there are few if any observational data 
about Alfven waves and the outer coronal temperature be- 
tween 2 and 5 Rs, we have to individually choose a set of val- 
ues for them and combine them in different ways. For the A1- 
fven energy flux density 

(rib :) 
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at r -- Rs, we will consider the values 

FAz(erg cm -2 s -z) 
----0,1X l0 s ,5x10 s ,1x 10 6 , 1.5x 10 6 ,2x10 6 

The temperature at r -- 5 Rs will be given the trial values 

Ts(k)--lX l0 s ,5X l0 s , 7.5X l0 s ,lX106 , 
1.5X106 ,2X 106 , 2.5X 106 ,3X 106 

It is not yet possible now to directly measure the proton flux 
density for solar wind flowing from a polar hole. Because the 
characteristics of polar and equatorial coronal holes are simi- 
lar near the solar surface and because the inferred solar veloc- 

ities and the proton flux densities at large heliomagnetic lati- 
tude are equivalent to that measured for equatorial high- 
speed streams [Zhao and Hundhausen, 1981], we assume that 
the solar wind emanating from the polar hole studied in this 
paper is similar to the high-speed streams that flow from 
equatorial coronal holes. The average proton number flux in 
the high-speed wind stream observed near 1 AU is taken from 
Feldman et al. [1977]: nu -- 3.0 x 10 s cm -2 s -z. Finally, the 
background radial component of IMF at 1 AU is taken to be 
Br--3X 10-s G. 

Results and Discussion 

Alfven wave energy flux density effective for accelerating out- 
ward in a coronal hole. In a procedure similar to the method 
used by Brandt et aL [1965] for a spherically symmetric geom- 
etry and by Munro and Jackson [1977] for a rapidly expansive 
geometry, we can, by using the conservation of electron mass 
flux (1), simply infer the radial distribution of the flow veloc- 
ity u, the steady acceleration u(du/dr), and the implied force 
pu(du/dr) from the given flow tube and electron density be- 
tween 2 and 5 Rs and the observed electron mass flux at 1 AU. 
Based on the conservation of radial magnetic flux (4) and the 
undamped propagation characteristic of Affven waves in rap- 
idly expansive flux tube (9), we can also deduce the Affven 
wave pressure gradient force -(d/dr)' (•B 2 }/8•r from the ob- 
served magnetic field intensity near the orbit of the earth and 
the assumed Affven wave energy flux at coronal hole base FAZ. 
Figure 1 displays the radial profiles of gravity, total force, A1- 
fven wave pressure gradient force, and thermal pressure gradi- 
ent force. In Figure 1 the Affven wave pressure gradient force 
and the thermal pressure gradient force vary as the assumed 
Affven wave energy flux is changed. It follows from Figure 1 
that between 2 and 5 Rs 

d(SB')l/d 1 
when F^z -< 1 x l0 s erg cm -2 s -z. That is, the contribution of 
Alfven wave to the acceleration of coronal plasma is small in 
relation to the thermal pressure between 2 and 5 Rs. This con- 
tribution gets larger as the assumed Alfven wave energy flux 
increases from 1 x l0 s erg cm -2 s -z. 

On the other hand, although we cannot directly use in- 
equality (12) to estimate the upper limit of Alfvenic energy 
flux for accelerating the plasma outward inside the transonic 
point because the deduced temperature is dependent on the 
assumed Alfven wave energy flux at the coronal base in our 
analysis, it appears possible to make an overestimate of the 
Alfvenic energy flux density on the basis of the relative contri- 
bution of wave force and gravity. The reason we can do so is 
that the term [(1/,,i)(dd/dr) - (1/T)(dT/dr)] on the fight hand 

I 
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Fig. 1. The profiles of the solar gravity, Alfven wave pressure 
gradient force; the thermal pressure gradient force; and the net force 
exerted on the coronal plasma (all are taken to be absolute value) 
from 2 to 5 Rs in a coronal hole. FAZ labeled on the individual curves 
refers to the Alfven wave energy flux density in erg cm -2 s -z near the 
solar surface. 

side of (12) can be inferred to be always positive near the 
transonic point. That is, the Alfven wave pressure gradient 
force -(d/dr)((l•B2)/8•r) must be less than a value smaller 
than the gravity (pGMs/r•). In fact if we examine the temper- 
ature profiles (Figure 2), which are deduced from the different 
assumed Alfvenic energy flux density at the coronal base and 
the different trial temperatures at 5 Rs, it can be seen that one 
of the effects of the Alfven waves in coronal hole is 'desteep- 
ening' the rising part of the temperature profile beginning at 2 
Rs. Therefore, we need to compare only (1/,,l)(dd/dr) (which 
is positive for the geometry of coronal holes) with (1/T)(dT/ 
dr), corresponding to no Alfven wave. As to the case of r < 2 
Rs, we use the temperature profile of R. H. Munro (personal 
communication, 1980). The table below lists (1/T)(dT/dr) and 
(1/,,l)(dd/dr) at different heliocentric distances. 

distance (din T/dr) ( dln/l / dr) 

3.0 Rs 4.799 X 10 -12 1.146 X 10 -11 
2.5 Rs 6.780 X 10 -12 1.146 X 10 -11 
2.0 Rs 7.152 X 10 -12 2.220 x 10 -zl 
1.5 Rs 1.196 X 10 -11 3.986 X 10 -11 
1.1 Rs 2.594 x 10 -zz 6.013 x 10 -zz 

Then, inside the transonic point, the inequality 

d (•B 2) < loGMs 
dr 8•r t a 

can be used as a criterion to make an overestimate of the up- 
per limit of Affvenic energy flux density. Figure 3 displays the' 
ratio of wave force to solar gravity vs. the heliocentric dis- 
tance. The ratio decreases with decreasing heliocentric dis- 
tance for each assumed Affvenic energy flux density, and the 
heliocentric distance of the point where the wave force equals 
the gravity, which will be called the 'transgravity point,' de- 
creases with increasing FAZ. Comparing Figures 2 and 3, we 
can see that the heliocentric distance of the 'transgravity 
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Fig. 2. The temperature (fight-hand scale) and thermal velocity (left-hand scale) profiles for various assumed Alfven 
wave energy flux density at 1 Rs and temperature at 5 Rs in a coronal hole. Included is flow velocity to examine the critical 
points. FA•, U, and Vth represent the Aftyen wave energy flux density near the solar surface, the inferred flow speed, and 
the thermal speed, respectively. The numbers labeled on the individual curves refer to the plasma temperature at 5 Rs. 

point' decreases more rapidly than that of the transonic point 
as FA• increases. Both of these points are near the heliocentric 
distance of about 2.2 Rs if we take FA• ---- 1 X 10 6 erg cm -2 s -•. 
In other words, when FA• < 1 X 10 6 erg cm -2 s -•, the transonic 
point is lower than the 'transgravity point,' and (12) is satis- 
fied inside the transonic point, whereas when FA• is taken to 

be greater than the value, (12) would be brolren down. From 
the viewpoint of effective acceleration of coronal plasma by 
Aftyen wave force, therefore, the Aftyen wave energy flux 
density at the coronal hole base should be 

1 X 10 • erg cm -• s -• < FA• < 1 X 10 6 erg cm -• s -• 
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Possible Allyen wave energy flux density in the coronal 
hole. It is evident from Figure 2 that when FA > 1 X 10 6 erg 
cm 2 s -l, the calculated temperature at 2 Rs is lower than 1 x 
106 K, a value that appears to be too low compared to empiri- 
cal coronal hole models lower than 2 Rs [Withbroe and Noyes, 
1977; R. H. Munro, personal communication, 1980]. In fact, if 
FAi ---- 2 x 10 6 erg cm -2 S -1 were taken, the calculated temper- 
ature would have become negative, which is obviously unrea- 
sonable. For the purpose of getting reasonable coronal tem- 
perature, therefore, the possible Alfven wave energy flux 
density at the coronal hole base should be 

F^n < 1 x 10 6 erg cm -2 S --1 

or at 2 Rs 

F^ < 4.6 x 10 4 erg cm -2 S --1 

Extended heating. It is seen from Figure 2 that there are 
maxima in the calculated temperature profiles between 2 and 
5 Rs. Figure 4 displays the positions of the highest temper- 
ature corresponding to the different assumed Alfven wave en- 
ergy flux at the coronal base vs. the assumed temperature at 5 
Rs. Figure 4 indicates that an increase in Alfvenic energy flux 
density produces an increase in the position of the highest 
temperature. Then there is no way to eliminate maxima above 
2 Rs by adding undamped propagating Alfven waves. This 
suggests that there must be extended heating above 2 Rs if the 
undamped propagation of the existing Alfven wave is a valid 
assumption. This extended heating in the region of supersonic 
flow will significantly increase the flow speed at 1 AU [Holzer 
and Leer, 1979]. 

Energy balance in the coronal hole. It is well known that in 
coronal holes the high-speed solar wind streams are a major 
source of energy loss and the radiative loss can be neglected 
[Withbroe and Noyes, 1977]. The total energy loss by solar 
wind is of the order of 7.0 x 10 • erg cm -2 s -1 at 1 Rs. This esti- 
mate is based on the wind observation near Earth orbit [Feld- 
man et al., 1977] and the configuration of the coronal hole ex- 
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Fig. 3. The ratio of the wave force to the solar gravity vs. the 
heliocentric distance for the assumed Alfven wave intensities at co- 

ronal base. FA1 labeled on the individual curves refers to the Alfven 
wave energy flux density in erg cm -2 s -n near the solar surface. 
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Fig. 4. The positions of the tughest temperature for various as- 
sumed Afiven wave energy flux density at I AU vs. assumed temper- 
atures at 5 Rs. FAn labeled on the individual curves refers to the AI- 
fven wave energy flux density in erg cm -2 s -n near the solar surface. 

pansion cited above. Using the conservation equations (1)-(3), 
we have 

Gou)lzs u z q- q- -- qr 
m•, r pu 

(liB2) (3u + 2 V^) + qr q- • pU 
8•r %, 2•s 

g(r) + Qdr 
•2Rs A(2Rs) 

(15) 

The left hand side of (15) denotes the required energy supply 
at 2 Rs for the observed high-speed wind streams; this is esti- 
mated to be 3.2 x 104 erg cm -2 s -l. The first three terms on the 
fight hand side of (15) denote, Alfven wave energy flux, ther- 
mal conduction, and enthalpy at 2 Rs, respectively. The last 
term denotes the energy supplied by heating, which should be 
positive because the radiative loss included in Q can be ne- 
glected in coronal holes, especially above 2 Rs. Calculation 
(Table 1) shows, first, that if the assumed Alfven wave energy 
flux density F^l at the coronal base were raised to 9.0 x 10 • 
erg cm -2 s -i, the energy supplied by heating would have be- 
come negative, which is obviously unreasonable (thereby pro- 
viding an upper limit for FAI); second, that when FAI < 9.0 X 
10 • erg cm -2 s -1, extended heating is needed to compensate 
for the thermal conduction flux toward the sun and to main- 

tain the temperature peak; third, that generally speaking, the 
energy contribution to high-speed wind streams from Alfven 
waves is the same order of magnitude as that from extended 
heating. If FAn < 6.0 X 10 • erg cm -2 s -l, the contribution of 
the former is smaller than the latter. If FAI --> 6.0 X 10 • erg 
cm -2 s -l, the contribution of the former is somewhat greater 
than the latter. With respect to energy balance, therefore, A1- 
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TABLE 1. The Prediction of Different Energy Flux Densities Corresponding to the Assumed Wave In- 
tensity at 2Rs and Temperature at 5 Rs 

Assumed Wave Assumed Thermal Integration of 
Intensity at Temperature Conduction Enthalpy at Heating Term 
2Rs, X104 at 5Rs, x105 at 2Rs, x10 n 2Rs, X10 4 2Rs - IAU, X10 4 

30.0 -11.0 0.54 13.0 
20.0 -11.0 0.54 14.0 
15.0 -11.0 0.55 14.0 

0.0 10.0 -11.0 0.55 14.0 

(0.0) 7.5 -12.0 0.55 14.0 
5.0 -12.0 0.55 15.0 
1.0 -13.0 0.56 15.0 

30.0 -3.2 0.38 3.5 
20.0 -3.3 0.38 3.6 
15.0 -3.4 0.39 3.7 

2.3 10.0 -3.5 0.39 3.8 

(50.0) 7.5 -3.7 0.39 4.0 
5.0 -3.8 0.40 4.1 
1.0 -4.2 0.40 4.5 

30.0 -2.4 0.35 2.2 
20.0 -2.5 0.35 2.3 
15.0 -2.5 0.35 2.4 

2.8 10.0 -2.6 0.36 2.5 

(60.0) 7.5 -2.7 0.36 2.6 
5.0 -2.9 0.36 2.7 
1.0 -3.2 0.37 3.0 

30.0 -1.7 0.32 1.1 
20.0 - 1.8 0.32 1.2 
15.0 -1.8 0.32 1.3 

3.2 10.0 -1.9 0.32 1.3 

(70.0) 7.5 -2.0 0.33 1.4 
5.0 -2.1 0.33 1.5 
1.0 -2.3 0.34 1.8 

30.0 - 1.2 0.29 0.20 
20.0 -1.2 0.29 0.26 
15.0 -1.3 0.29 0.29 

3.7 10.0 -1.3 0.29 0.33 

(80.0) 7.5 -1.4 0.30 0.41 
5.0 -1.5 0.30 0.50 
1.0 -1.7 0.31 0.68 

30.0 -0.79 0.25 -0.63 
20.0 -0.83 0.26 -0.58 
15.0 -0.86 0.26 -0.56 

4.1 10.0 -0.89 0.26 -0.53 

(90.0) 7.5 -0.96 0.26 -0.47 
5.0 -1.0 0.27 -0.40 
l.O -1.2 0.27 -0.27 

* The parenthetical values in the first column are the assumed Alfven wave energy flux densities at the 
coronal base; the unit used in the second column is øK; the unit used in other columns is erg cm -2 s -•. 

fven wave energy flux density at the coronal base must be 
smaller than 9.0 x 105 erg cm -2 s -•, and the extended heating 
is needed and important. 

In summary, based on the assumption of the undamped 
propagation of Alfven waves between 2 and 5 Rs in coronal 
holes, we have deduced that the Alfven wave energy flux den- 
sity at the coronal base must be FA• < 9.0 X 105 erg cm -2 s -•, 
both from examination of the temperature profile and the en- 
ergy balance and from discussion of the efficiency of the A1- 
fvenic acceleration for the plasma in coronal holes. The ex- 
tended heating above 2 Rs is needed from the standpoint of 
both maintenance of the temperature maximum above 2 Rs 
and formation of the high-speed wind streams. The energy 
contribution of extended heating to high-speed wind streams 
is comparable to that of Aftyen waves by direct momentum 
addition if FA• equals about 6.0 x 105 erg cm -2 s -•. 

So far there have been few if any direct measurements of 
Alfven waves in coronal holes. The observations near 1 AU 

are usually mapped back to the coronal base under assumed 
wave propagation characteristics in the sun-earth space to de- 

termine or to test the possible existing Alfven waves in the co- 
rona, but it is uncertain for the moment whether Alfven wave 
propagation is damped or not. Some observational results sug- 
gested that the radial evolution of the amplitude of the A1- 
fvenic fluctuations associated with the recurrent high-speed 
wind streams might be considered to be consistent both with 
undamped fluctuations of solar origin and with waves that 
saturate at some value of the ratio between the wave energy 
density and the background magnetic field energy density 
[Belcher and Burchsted, 1974; Mariani et al., 1978, 1979]. If the 
undamped propagation is the case, a value of 2.4 x 103 erg 
cm -2 s -• for FA at 2 Rs or 5.0 x 104 erg cm -2 s -• at 1 Rs, can 
be estimated from an observed FA value of 9.6 X 10 -3 erg 
cm -2 s -• at 1 AU [Feldman et al., 1977]. It is less than the 
lower limit of 1.0 x 105 erg cm -2 s -• deduced above for the A1- 
fven wave acceleration to be effective, namely, it could have 
no great effect on the coronal hole expansion. The recently ex- 
perimental results suggest that the radial evolution of the 
wave amplitude might be considered to be more consistent 
with saturated waves propagating between 0.41 and 0.65 AU 
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[Villante, 1980]. If it is true, such a conclusion would lead to 
the prediction, as shown by some theoretical works [Hollweg, 
1978; Whang, 1980], that the contribution of the Affvenic fluc- 
tuations to the energetics of the solar wind expansion might 
be more effective than was previously estimated for the case of 
undamped propagation. However, considering the small ob- 
served value of the Alfven wave energy flux density at I AU 
cited above, and the results of the wind speed observation that 
the solar wind speed is almost constant in the outer part of the 
sun-earth space [Intriligator and Neugebauer, 1975; Coles and 
Rickerr, 1976], it is possible that the energy contribution of ex- 
tended heating to high-speed wind streams might be more im- 
portant than that of the Affven waves by direct momentum 
addition. 
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